We kindly invite you to come and meet us at one of the upcoming CME Open Forum sessions in July!

- July 11, 9:30-10:30 am, CC3
- July 19, 2:30-3:30 pm, CC3
- July 24, 7:30-8:30 am & 9:30-10:30 am, CC3
- July 26, 5:00-6:00 pm in CC3

Almost all professional colleagues at GHS touch continuing education in one way or another, but the opportunities and processes are not well known to many. The CME Team has undergone significant changes over the past year to support the mission to utilize effective learning to establish gains in performance, and we are actively seeking input, ideas and helpful criticism to further optimize our offerings. Should you have not received our invitations to provide feedback, please tell us how to best reach you to make an invitation.

In line with our goal to improve communication, we are happy to announce that the CME Website has a new look and updated information! Here is how to find us: https://hsc.ghs.org/cme/

You can access the CME Website through Plexus. Select “Departments & Groups” and then “View All Departments”. We are listed under C as Continuing Medical Education.

In order to align and focus resources, we are starting to collaborate on quality improvement and patient experience projects at GHS so that initiatives go hand in hand. Learning and education that improves patient outcomes does so by accelerating positive changes in provider practices. Through this collaboration we hope to start measuring the return on investment (ROI) of these learning interventions. That means we will get better at designing learning for the benefit of providers and their patients!

Last but not least, learning interventions that are aligned with quality, safety or patient experience can be eligible for more CME credits and also MOC Part 4 credits which tend to be more difficult to complete in the context of routine care. So we are really trying to maximize value.

As the GHS internal evaluation cycle is coming up, we have received questions around pulling CME transcripts. Below are instructions for each individual to download your transcript. We are currently working with the Digital Measures Team to integrate all CME data into the system automatically. However, knowing how to get your CME balance is important for relicensing or auditing, so here you go:

1. Log-in (top right corner of the page)
2. Navigate to “My Account”
3. Select “Transcripts & Certificates”
4. Your credits are located under the “Course Credits” tab and the “RSS Credits” tab. Course Credits include all imported data from the old system and your courses/annual events, RSS Credits includes all credits from regularly scheduled series such as M&M, Grand Rounds, ... (These two tabs will be combined in the near future!)

We are also available to assist, if needed.

Looking for your CME Transcript?

Connecting CME and Quality

Continuing Medical Education is all about learning and professional development – we want our providers to grow, so that our patients get the best care we can provide. Of course CME is also an important element in maintaining physician licensure, so we are working within newly expanded guidelines to offer more opportunities to get AMA PRA Category I CME credits at GHS, and finding ways to make it easier to organize a CME activity and claim your credit.

American Board of Anesthesiology
Anesthesiology Grand Rounds
Anesthesia In-Service Series
Anesthesiology M&M

American Board of Int. Medicine
GMH Hospitalist M&M Conference
Internal Medicine Grand Rounds
Internal Medicine Mortality Review Committee

American Board of Pathology
Pathology Learning Conference

American Board of Pediatrics
Pediatric Peer Review and Quality Committee
Further activities under review

If you would like to learn more about the activities above or would like to discuss the eligibability of an activity for MOC credit, get in touch with us. Our accreditation provider makes it very easy to offer MOC credit for the boards listed above, we hope that more boards become accessible soon!

Contact your CME Team directly at: cme@ghs.org or 864-455-3546

MOC Activities Approved at GHS in the Last Quarter